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PREFACE 

Since the end of World War II, develo:pment work has been in 

progress at the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories on landing 

mats for planes of the B-29 class. A heavy, deep-ribbed, pierced steel 

mat, designated 1,ff 1 designed by the Engineer Research and Development 

Laboratories, was tested by the Waterways Experiment Station in 1947, 

and the results reported in Waterways Experiment Station Technical Memo

randum No. 3-266, "Airplane Landing Mat Investigation, Tests on Steel, 

Pierced Type, !,ff," dated December 1948. 

As a result of these tests and further study at the Engineer 

Research and Development Laboratories, the design was modified by the 

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories and heavy mats, designated 

MB steel and M9 aluminum, were procured. The steel mat was fabricated 

by the United Steel Fabricators, Inc., of Wooster, Ohio, in accordance 

with the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories' drawing M-7613, 

"Airplane Landing Mat, Steel Pierced Type M-8." The aluminum mat was 

fabricated by the Reynolds Metals Company at one of their Louisville, 

Ky., plants. Engineering tests on these mats were authorized by the 

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories, in accordance with the 

plan of tests prepared by that agency, by letter dated 18 January 1950. 

~he tests were conducted by the Soils Division of the Waterways Experi

ment Station during the period 18 January to 1 May 1950. 

Messrs. George B. Schoolcraft and William B. Spangler of the 

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories were active in planning 

the tests. Engineers of the Waterways Experiment Station actively 

44:189 
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connected with the study were Messrs. W. J. Turnbull, W. K. Boyd, C. R. 

Foster, and O. B. Ray. 
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AIRPLANE LANDING MAT INVESTIGATION 

ENGINEERII\1G TESTS 
ON 

STEEL, PIERCED TYPE, .MB 
AND 

ALUMINUM, PIERCED TYPE, M9 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

1. The objectives sought in the tests discussed in this report 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

To determine if single layers of airplane landing mat, 
pierced type, MB steel, and M9 aluminum, would sustain, for 
periods of one year and one-half year, respectively, the 
normal operations of military aircraft having a dual-wheel 
load of B01 000 lb and a tire inflation pressure of approxi
mately 180 psi, or more specifically, a pressure that will 
produce a rolling radius of 24.2 in. for a 56- by 16-in. 
high-pressure tire. (For test purposes, 1000 coverages are 
considered indicative of a year's normal operation.) 

To determine the effect on both the MB steel and the M9 
aluminum mats of a single-wheel load of 501 000 lb with tire 
inflation pressure of approximately 190 psi or a pressure 
that will produce a rolling radius of 24.2 in. for a 56- by 
16-in. high-pressure tire. 

To obtain a preliminary indication of the suitability of 
rubber sheeting for dustproof ing and waterproofing soil 
bases on which MB or M9 airplane landing mats are placed 
and its resistance to solvent action of jet fuels. 

To develop miscellaneous information regarding the diffi
culties of placing, removing, and replacing the mats and 
rubber sheeting and the actual laying area, weight, and 
cubage of the MB and M9 landing mats. 

2. It also was intended to conduct tests to determine the effect 

of airplane landing mat of the M8 and M9 designs on Prefabricated Bitumin-

ous Surfacing used for dustproofing and waterproofing soil bases, and to 

determine the resistance of the Prefabricated Bitumino.us Surfacing to 
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solvent action of jet fuels. The Prefabricated Bituminous Surfacing was 

not obtained, therefore this portion of the test was not conducted. 

3. To accomplish the objectives listed in paragraph 1, three test 

lanes were built with sU:bgrades compacted to predetermined CBR values, 

and sections of M8 and M9 were placed as shown in plate 1. One section 

of M6 mat also was placed in each lane as a control section to serve as 

an aid in evaluating the behavior of the new mats, Rubber sheeting was 

placed on the subgrade under the M8 and M9 mats on sections 1 and 2 of 

lane 1. Strain gages were applied to planks at representative locations 

in the traffic lanes and were read at intervals during the test, In 

addition to these strain gages, points were marked at several locations 

on representative planks and measurements were made to show the magnitude 

of permanent strains or deformations in these planks, Lanes 1 and 2 were 

traffic tested with an 801 000-lb dual-wheel load, and lane 3 was tested 

with a 501 000-lb single-wheel load, Braking tests were conducted in lane 

1 before traffic testing was started. 



Description 

PART II: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MATS 
AND WATERPROOFING MATERIALS 

Landing Mats 

3 

4. The M8 and M9 mats are modifications of the Ivf7 mat described in 

TM 3-266. The M8 and M9 mats are very similar in all respects except 

those governed by differences in thickness, weight, and characteristics 

of the two metals. Plate 2 shows planks of M8 and M9 mat, together with 

a plank of the M6 type for comparison, The M8 and M9 mats have bayonets 

or side connectors on one side only, which is a simplification of earlier 

mats. The euge opposite the bayonets is rolled under the bayonet slots 

so as to present a smooth contour at the subgrade and furnish additional 

strength along the side joints. Fig, 1 of ~late 3 is a bottom view of a 

section of the plank showing the rolled edge, On the majority of the 

planks the rolled edge was tack welded as shown in fig. 11 plate 3, On a 

few of the planks the welds were omitted in order to determine if the 

welding was needed. Two types of locking lugs were used which were not 

formed from the metal of the plank itself but were welded in place, 

Fig. 2 of plate 3 shows the "T"-type lug and the alternate lug as seen 

from the top of the plank, Both types present the same appea::cance on the 

underside, The mats overlap at the ends and are keyed together with end 

connectors which also are formed of separate metal but which are welded 

in position so that there are no loose parts when the mats are bundled 

for shipment, Fig, 3 of plate 3 is a bottom view of a section of the 

plank showing the end connector keys, When two planks are placed in 
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position, slots in each plank are aligned and the keys are bent into 

place. The bending occurs at the weakened point on the key shank. 

Though easily bent into place, the key shank is stiff enough to hold the 

keys in the locked position. 

5. Chemical analysis of the steel used for manufacture of the M8 

mat was within the specification requirements according to a report by 

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp., Metallurgical Division. Their analysis 

follows: 

Carbon 
Manganese 
Phosphorus 
Sulphur 

0.11% 
0.39% 
0.008% 
0.027% 

The following data on the aluminum used in the M9 mat were furnished by 

the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories: 

Chemical Composition 

Requirements Analysis Sample 
Min. Max. Zone B Load 3 - --

Magnesium o.8% 1.2% o.84% 
Silicon o.4% o.8% 0.58% 
Chromium 0.35°/o 0.205% 
Iron 0.1% 0.011% 
Copper 0.15% o.4°/o 0.237% 
Titanium 0,15% Trace, less 

than O.Olc/o 
Manganese 0.15% 0.00025% 
Zinc 0.2°/o None 
Aluminum Remainder Remainder 

.Mechanical Properties, T-condition, Plates and Sheets 

Sample 

Spec. require-) 
ment for plate) 
thickness of ) 
0.1875 in. ) 

Tensile 
Strength 
Min. psi 

42,000 

Yield 
Strength 
Min. psi 

35,COO 

Elonga
tion in 

2 it"!., 

Min. i: 

10 

Cold Bend Test Factor 
Diam. of Bernl: 6 x 3/16 11 

Sample Result 

Specification Passed 
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Mechanical Propertiesz TMcondition2 Plates and Sheets ~Continued) 
Elonga-

Tensile Yield tion in Cold Bend Test Factor 
Strength Strength 2 in. Diam. of Bend: 6 x 3/16 11 

Sample Min. psi Min. psi Min. j_ Sample Result 

Zone A Load l 45,536 40,320 l3 Zone A Load l Passed 
Zone B Load l 46,ooo 39,500 l3 Zone A Load 2 Passed 
Zone B Load 2 46,ooo 40,500 15 Zone A Load 3 Passed 
Zone B Load 3 46,ooo 40,500 15 Zone B Load 3 Passed 
Zone C Load 3 45;,760 40,000 13 Zone C Load 3 Passed 
Zone A Load 4 45,440 43,200 13 Zone A Load 4 Passed 
Zone B Load 4 46;,ooo 39,500 13 Zone A Load 5 Passed 
Zone B Load i:; 44-,ooo 39,500 11+ zone B Load-5 Paaaed_ / 

Zo1,e C Load 5 46,656 40,000 15 Zone C Load 5 Passed 

Shipping bundles 

6. On 5 Deceniber 1949 the Waterways Experiment Station received 

a rail shipment of M8 mat consisting of 12 bundles equipped with "T"-type 

locking lugs and 12 bundles equipped with alternate locking lugs. Each 

bundle contained 14 whole and 4 half planks. The bundles were bound 

sectirely with heavy box strapping. The end connectors welded to the 

bottom side of the underlapping ends of the planks '\TOuld create greater 

stacking thickness at this point than elsewhere; therefore, the planks 

were bundled with half of the underlapping ends at each end of the bundle 

for symmetry. Plate 4 shows the appearance of the bundles and details of 

binding of the M8 mat. The weight per bundle ranged from 21 220 lb to 

21 240 lb, including 7 to 9 lb of tare. 

7, The M9 aluminum mat was received at the Waterways Experiment 

S-'~ation by truck shir;ments on 13 and 21 February 1950. This mat was 

bundled in the same manner as the MB mat (plate 4) except that all under-

lapping plank ends were at the same end of the bundles, which caused one 

end of each bundle to be thicker than the other. These bundles were 
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stacked in piles of three and bound on wood skids to facilitate handling, 

While few, if any, of the individual planks were damaged, the bundles had 

some broken straps and showed signs of hard usage. The average bundle 

weight of the M9 mat was 11 315 to 11 325 lb, including approximately 9.50 

lb of tare, This tare did not include the timber skids to which the 

bundles were bound, 

8. The f ollowin_g tabulation shows bundle dimensions for the two 

types of mat. 

Length 

Max, 12 ft 1-1/l~ in. 
Min. 12 ft 1/4 in. 
Avg, 12 ft 1 in. 

Max. 12 ft 1-1/2 in. 
Min. 12 ft 1/2 in. 
Avg. 12 ft l in. 

Width 

22-1/2 
22-1/2 
22-1/2 

26 in. 
26 in. 
26 in. 

in. 
in. 
in. 

* Based on average end height. 

Laying area 

Height 
Connector End 

M8 Mat 

13-3/4 in. 
13-1/2 in. 
13-5/8 in. 

M9 Mat 

Height 
Slot End 

12-5/16 in •. 
12-3/16 in. 
12-1/4 in. 

20-7/8 in. 15-5/8 in. 
20-1/2 in. 15-1/4 in. 
20-11/16 in, 15-1/2 in. 

!J'1{., 

Cub age* 

26.0 
25.4 
25.7 

9, Ti1e average over-all dimensions of the M8 steel planks were 

12,02 ft long by 1.74 ft wide. Due to overlapping along the sides and 

ends, the average laying dimensions as determined by measuring g1~oups of 

planks on the test section were 11.81 ft by 1,63 ft, The average area 

covered by each M8 plank was 19.25 sq ft, 

10. The average over-all length of the M9 aluminum planks was the 

same as that of the steel planks; however, the planks were wider primari-

ly because of the necessity for greater radii at the bends due to the 
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thicker gage of the aluminum (see paragraph 11) and the differences in 

characteristics of the metal. The average over-all width was 1.97 ft. 

The average laying dimensions were 11.81 ft by 1.85 ft, which resulted in 

an area of 21.84 sq ft per plank. 

Mat thickness 

11. The M8 steel mat was fabricated from 10-gage sheet metal with 

a specified nominal thickness of 0.1345 in. Micrometer measurements made 

after the paint had been removed on eight planks taken from different 

bundles showed a maximum of 0.133 in., a minimum of 0.131 in., and an 

average of 0.1317 in. The average was 0.0028 in. less than the specified 

thickness. The specified nominal thickness of the aluminum sheet from 

which the M9 mat was made was 0.1875 in. Micrometer measurements made 

after paint had been removed on representative planks showed a maximum 

of 0.192 in., a minimum of 0.188 in., and an average of 0.189 in. It 

will be noted that the measured thickness is slightly greater than the 

specified thickness. 

Height of mat 

12. Sixteen individual planks from different bundles were weighed 

in order to obtain an average weight per plank for the shipment of mat 

used in these tests. The results follow: 

Maximum 
Minimum 
Average 

M8, Steel 
Weight :per Weight/Sq Ft of 
Plank, Lb Laying Area, Lb 

141.93 
136.22 
139.00 

7.37 
7.07 
7,22 

M9, Aluminum 
Weight per Weight/Sq Ft of 
Plank, Lb Laying Area, Lb 

83.00 
79.75 
81.38 
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Speed of laying 

13. The mats used in these tests were placed with a crew of five 

to six laborers, working under the direction of a foreman who in turn was 

coached by the technician in charge of the tests. Neither the laborers 

nor the foreman had worked with any type of landing mat previously. The 

broken bundles were placed along the edge of the test lane and the me~ 

carried the planks into laying position by hand. The laying speeds under 

these conditions were as tabulated below. 

Type of Mat 

M6 
M8 
M9 

Laying Speed 
Sq Ft per Man-hour 

14. These figures include the time of the foreman who actually 

helped to guide the mat bayonets into locking position, but do not 

include the time of the technician. It should -oe pointed out that the 

test lanes were only 53 ft wide; therefore the distances the mat was 

carried by hand were short. Also, the small labor crew could be 

handled more advantageously than a large crew and the check periods were 

short enough for the men to work at top speed. Four factors contributed 

to the greater laying speed of both M8 and M9 mats over the M6 mat: 

(a) the individual planks covered more area; (b) the end locking pieces 

required only about half as much effort to get into the locked position; 

(c) fewer bent bayonets were encountered because of the way in which 

the M8 and M9 mats are protected during shii;ment; (d) the M6 mat is 

normally laid with one run across the field in one direction and the 

following run in the opposite direction, which confines operations to one 



working front. With the M8 and M9 mats, aJ..l runs were laid across the 

field in the same direction so that imrned.iately after one run has been 

started a second run can follow. Thus the working front is not limited 

to one position. 

Bayonet and slot spacing 

9 

15. The centers of the bayonet slots are one inch nearer to the 

underlapping end of the plank than the centers_ of_ cDn-_eBponding bayonets._ 

Consequently, when a connection is made by shoving a plank to the left 

to engage the locking lugs, the tubulated holes and plar..k ends fall in 

line, but when the connection is made by shoving the plank to the right, 

the joints and tubulated holes are shifted somewhat away from a straight 

line as illustrated by plate 5. Since it is necessary to make the con

nections 'by shoving consecutive runs of plan.ks in alternate directions 

in order that a single plank may be removed from the interior of a lane, 

this lack of alignment is unavoidable. It is of no consequence, however, 

in the behavior of the mat. 

Rubber Sheeting 

16. Eleven boxed rolls of rubber sheeting were received at the 

Waterways Experiment Station on 22 December 1949 for experimentc.l use 

under the M8 and M9 landing mats. The shipment consisted of the follow

ing rubber sheeting in approximately the quantities shown in the table 

on the following page. All the rubber sheeting was 36 in, wide and. of 

varying lengths, Rubber cement and MC-3 cutback asphalt for sealing the 

seams were obtained from stock at the Waterways Experiment Station. 
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Tnickness Quantity .Area 
Item Name In, Lb Sq Ft 

l Gasket, Oil Resisting (sheet) 1/32 280 1120 
2 Gasket, Oil Resisting (sheet) 1/16 410 820 
3 Rubber, Synthetic (sheet) 1/16 820 1640 
4 Rubber, Synthetic (sheet) 1/8 160 160 
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PART III: CONSTRUCTION OF TEST LANES 

Location of Test Site 

17. The test site was located at one of the hangars on the Water

ways Experiment Station grounds at Vicksbtirg, Mississippi. The plan of 

test called for two parallel test lanes consisting of six sections each, 

of which two would be exposed to weather and four would be sheltered by 

the hangar. However, due to the limited quantity of M6 mat available, it 

was agreed to omit one section of this mat and make only five sections in 

each lane. Since one side of the hangar was occupied by another project, 

it was decided to build and test one lane before starting a second lane, 

Accordingly, the first lane was located in this manner, Later it was 

decided to build two additional lanes for a total of three lanes, These 

latter two lanes consisted of only three sections each, all of which were 

located under the hangar, Plate 1 shows a layout of the three test lanes, 

18. The material used as the subgrade was the weathered loess 

native to the immediate area, The soil is a clayey silt to silty clay, 

Corps of Engineers 1 classification ML to CL, with an average liquid limit 

of 39 per cent and an average plasticity index of 14 per cent. Labora

tory CBR tests were made on samples prepared at three different compac

ti ve efforts and at a range of moisture contents to give values for a 

wide range of moisture and density conditions, The results are shown on 

plate 6. The lower plot on the left shows curves of moisture versus 

density for the specimens at the three compactivc efforts, The highest 

compactive effort, 55 blows per layer, is the modified AASHO effort, and 

the peak of this curve, 118,5 lb per cu ft, is 100 per cent modified 
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AASHO density. Directly above this plot are curves of moisture versus 

CBR. The CBR tests were conducted on the specimens in the as-molded 

condition (without soaking). The two plots on the right show curves of 

density versus CBR for equal moisture contents and curves of moisture 

content versus CBR for equal densities. According to these laboratory 

tests the CBR values of 11 to 15 specified in the plan of test could be 

obtained at moisture contents in the range of 15 to 16 per cent and at 

-denstti--eo -±11 -the -range of 108 to 113 lb per cu ft. However 1 previous 

experience with the Ivf{ mat indicated that the soil would compact and give 

very high CBR values if placed at this moisture content; therefore, it 

was decided to construct the first lane at a moisture content in the 

range of 16.5 to 17 per cent in the belief that this would give a soil 

with CBR values in the desired range which would neither increase nor 

decrease with traffic. As brought out later, the moisture contents indi

cated by the laboratory tests were more nearly right. 

19. The construction of the three test lanes was accomplished be

tween February and April when it is very difficult to process soil to a 

predetermined water content because of frequent rains. The work was 

facilitated materially by the availability of a quantity of soil that 

had been processed and stockpiled near the site the preceding fall for 

another job. 

Test Lanes 

Lane 1 

20. The entire area of lane 1 was excavated to 18 in. below the 

proposed final gTade 1 and an additional 6 in. was scarified, processed 
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in place, and recompacted. Every effort was made to process the subgrade 

material to a moisture content of 16.5 to 17 per cent, which was expected 

to result in a CBR close to the desired range. The results of CBR, 

moisture, and density tests made in lane 1 prior to traffic are shown in 

table 1 under the designation O coverages. 

21. Rubber sheeting was placed on sections 1 and 2 which were 

located so as to be exposed to the weather. In compliance with the plan 

of test, the strips were laid transversely with each strip overlapping 

the preceding strip by 7 in. Approximately half of each seam was sealed 

with MC-3 asphalt, while the remaining portions of the seams were left 

unsealed. In sealing these seams, the cutback asphalt was warmed until 

it would flow freely and then applied to the contacting surfaces in a 

thin uniform coating with brushes. The asphalt was allowed to dry until 

it became tacky and the seams were seal2d by pressing the sheets firmly 

together. As an experiment, two seams were sealed with rubber cement. 

22. Plate 1 includes a layout of test lane 1 showing the location 

of the different types of mat, Each section was divided into subsections 

"A" and "B" for convenience in distinguishing between 11T"-type locking 

lugs and alternate-type locking lugs in the new mats. For convenience, 

the laying of the mat was started at the junction between the M6 mat 

(section 3) and the M3 mat (section 2) and carried in each direction from 

that line. Joints between the M6 and M8 mats were formed by ripping one 

run of planks in each type of mat and welding the ripped seams together. 

Joints between M9 and M8 mats were made by inserting the M9 bayonets in 

the MB slots. The M9 slots did not have sufficient clearance to accomo

date the MB bayonets. However, the MB mats may be joined to the M9, if 
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they are forced down after connecting with sufficient weight to bend the 

connector bayonets slightly so the panel will rest on the subgrade. Due 

to the bayonet and slot spacing described in paragraph 15, it was neces

sary to lay both MB and M9 mats so that the planks were approximately 20 

minutes away from right angles to the center line of the traffic lane. 

This angle was not noticeable and was of no consequence in the tests. 

The mat was anchored at each end of test lane 1 to prevent excessive 

movement durin-g -the braking tests. ·The anchors consisted of 3/8-in. 

cable laced through the tubulated holes in the end run of planks and 

around a deadman buried approximately 2 ft deep and 1-1/2 ft beyond the 

end of the lane. 

Lane 2 

23. Lane 2 was located along the center line of lane 11 but con

sisted of only three sections. A layout of test lane 2 is shown on 

plate 1. To expedite the work, soil was excavated only 6 ft wider than 

the actual traffic lane. Experience in testing the first lane (described 

later) proved that the subgrade material should be placed at a lower 

moisture content than in lane 1 in order to prevent its remolding and 

losing strength under the compactive action of the heavy wheel loads. 

Accordingly it was decided to :process the soil for this lane at slightly 

under 15 per cent moisture content. Results of soil tests made on the 

finished subgrade for this lane are given in table 1. 

Lane 3 

24. Experience in testing lanes 1 and 2 (also described later) 

indicated that test lane 3 should be placed at a moisture content between 
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those used in lanes 1 and 2. Therefore, the subgrade in lane 3 was pre

pared in the same manner as that in lane 2, except that the moisture con

tent was in the range from 15 to 16 per cent. Results of CBR, moisture, 

and density tests made on the finished subgrade are shown in table 1. 

25. A short length of rubber sheeting was laid in each section of 

this lane for the purpose of ascertaining its durability and its effect 

on the bedding of the mats into the subgrade. The sheets were placed 

near the edges, and with their long dimensions parallel to the center 

line of the traffic lanes. 
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PART IV: TESTS AND RESULTS 

Test Lane 1 

Braking tests 

.. 26. Braking tests were performed on all sections of lane 1 using 

the runway load test cart fitted with a B-50 dual assembly loaded to 

801 000 lb. Plate 7 is a view of the load test cart. (In this view the 

-cart is equipped -with a single wheeL) The bra.'k:ing tests were accom

plished by stopping the load cart with the test wheels a few feet inside 

the section, locking the wheels by means of pins, cable loops, and a 

heavy bar, and then towing the cart across the section with the wheels 

sliding. The rig was towed by two M6 high-speed tractors. The tests 

were made prior to the start of traffic testing before the mats were 

embedded in the subgrade. 

27. Section 5, M9 mat. In section 5 (see plate 1 for location) 

the wheels were skidded toward the north end of the lane with slightly 

more than four full sections (approximately 170 ft) of mat between the 

back of the vehicle and the end anchor. Under these conditions, slack 

could be pulled out of the mats and the planks under the locked wheels 

could be dragged ahead until the friction between the subgrade and the 

mats being moved behind the v.ehicle became equal to the friction between 

the mat under test and the skidding wheels. Also, any slack in the 

aluminum planks skidded over could be pulled out and piled up in front of 

the wheels. It is believed that except for differences in lane width 

these conditions very nearly simulate conditions to be encountered in a 

full-scale runway. The actual length of skid on this section was 14.3 



ft. The maximum forward movement of the mat at the end of the skid was 

4-5/8 in. This movement is considered excessive and some of it is 

attributed to the lighter weight and relatively greater proportion of 

slack in the M6 mat in section 3 which was located approximately 35 ft 

behind the starting point of this test, Slight movement was detected 
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54 ft back of the starting point of the skid. Two buckles formed in the 

M9 mat. One occurred immediately ahead of the wheels and was 78 in. long 

with a maximum height of 11-1/8 in. The other buckle was approximately 

12 ft ahead of the wheels and was 56 in. long with a maximum height of 

10-7/8 in. Fig, 1 of plate 8 shows these buckles. Tire wear during the 

skid was considerable, as shown by fig, 1 of plate 9.i however, the amount 

of rubber scrubbed off at the edges of the planks was no more pronounced 

than that scrubbed off at the ribs. (The large numeral 11 511 in the picture 

is an identification number for the film.) When the skid was stopped and 

the machine was backed off the section, the mat settled back firmly on 

the subgrade and the only damage was that 20 alternate locking lugs were 

cracked at the welds in section 5A and two 11T11 -type lugs were cracked at 

the welds in section 5B. These ·breaks were not directly in the line of 

skid but were off to the sides of the vehicle, 

28. Section 4, MB mat. In section 4, the test 1rheels were locked 

at the south edge of the section and dragged a distance of 21 ft to the 

north. The forward movement of the mat under this skid was only 1-1/2 

in,, probably due to the fact that most of the slack had been :pulled out 

of the M8 mat during the preceding skid. Two buckles formed in the mat 

ahead of this skid. The one just ahead of the wheels was 48 in. long by 

4-3/8 in, high. The second buckle, which was 64 in. long by 6-7/8 in. 
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high, was partly in section 5. 

the mat at the end of the test. 

the load cart was backed out, 

Fig. 2 of plate 8 shows the appearance of 

The mat settled back into position when 

Other than a slight bow in some of the 

planks, no damage had ·been caused, Tire wear was about the same as that 

which had occurred on section 5 (see fig. 2 of plate 9). 

29. Section 3, M6 mat. The wheels were locked just inside the 

south end of section 3 and skidded 18-1/2 ft north toward the exposed 

edges of the planks, There was a slight movement of the mat at the 

anchored end of the lane 69 ft south of the starting point of the skid. 

The forward movement of the mat under this skid was 3-1/8 in. The mat 

was buckled 6 in. high by 38 in. long ahead of the wheels at the end of 

the skid, which was similar to that developed in braking tests during 

previous tests (see TM 3-266). 'I'he amount of rubber worn off the tires 

during this test was slightly less than that worn off on the M8 and M9 

mats. The power required to tow the vehicle over the M6 mat appeared to 

be less than that required to tow the vehicle on the M8 and M9 mats. 

This probably was due to the larger and more abrupt rib formation in the 

heavier mats. There was no mat breakage during this test; however, there 

was a shallow rut left along each tire mark. 

30. Section 1 1 M9 mat on rubber sheeting, In preparation for this 

test the vehicle was turned and headed south because tow tractors were 

unable to operate on the mat and sufficient cable to permit their opera

tion beyond the north end of the lane was not available. Also, it was 

desired to skid the tires against the exposed plank edges which were on 

the north sides of the planks in sections 1 and 2. A motor grader weigh

ing approximately 231 000 lb was parked on the mat about 30 ft back of the 
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starting point as additional weight to reduce forward movement of the 

mats. During the test the wheels were skidded 22 ft. The mat moved 

forward 2-l/8 in., and a buckle 84 in. long by 6-7/8 in. high formed 

ahead of the wheel. Sixteen "T"-type locking lugs and 37 alternate-type 

lugs were cracked at the welds. By comparison with the braking test in 

section 5, there were no detrimental effects from laying the mat on the 

rubber sheeting. In the braking tests, one of the tires was locked 

inadvertently so that one portion of the tread was skidded on a second 

time. This portion of the tread was cut and torn from the fabric so that 

the tire was unfit for further traffic use. 

31. Section 2, M8 mat on rubber sheeting,. The motor grader men

tioned above was parked immediately back of the test vehicle at the 

beginning of the test in this section. As a result of the test in 

section 1 1 practically all slack had been pulled out of the mat in 

section 2. The wheels were skidded 22 ft with the mat moving forward 

only 3/8 in. There was no buckling ahead of the wheels and no mat break

age. These conditions, anc!1oring with the heavy vehicle parked on the 

mat behind the test cart and stretched mat, were more favorable in pre

venting buckles in the mat than can be attained in a full-scale runway. 

There was no noticeable difference in the behavior of the mat attributable 

to the rubber sheeting. 

'11raffic tests 

32. Traffic was applied to test lane 1 with the test load cart 

equipped with a B-50, dual-wheel assembly loaded to 80,000 lb. This 

assembly uses 56- by 16-in. high-pressure tires spaced 37.5 in. center 
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to center. The tires were inflated to give a rolling radius. of 24.2 in.,. 

which also gave a deflection very close to 35 per cent, and a contact ~rea 

of approximately 267 sq in. The inflation pressure necessary to maintain 

this rolling radius was about 165 psi, varying slightly for the different 

wheels. Plate 10 shows a tire print of the B-50 assembly. This tire 

print was made in connection with another test and the assembly was loaded 

to 1001 000 lb; however, the tire pressure was adjusted to give a contact 

area of approximately 267 sq in., so the tire prints are practically 

identical to those of the assembly used in these tests. The vehicle was 

driven back and forth the length of the test lane and was shifted lateral

ly to produce complete coverage of a traffic lane approximately 18.75 ft 

wide. Theoretically 9 trips produced a complete coverage; however, in 

order to facilitate steering the cart, the machine was shifted only while 

moving forward. Therefor~ in actual traffic, 18 trips produced two 

coverages, In all cases, traffic was continued until the mat failed. 

33, Sections 1 and 2. These two sections were intended primarily 

for testing the ability of the rubber sheeting to prevent water fro_m 

entering the subgrade. Before any traffic had been applied to the fin

ished lane, a 1.75-in. rainstorm occurred. An inspection revealed that 

considerable water had leaked through the rubber sheeting and had softened 

the surface of the subgrade too much for it to serve satisfactorily in the 

traffic tests. Consequently, the mats were removed for further inspection 

of the rubber. It was found that practically all of the water had gone 

through the un.sealed seams with only four very minor leaks at end seams 

that were poorly sealed. The rubber was removed, all wet material in the 

subgrade was replaced, and the rubber was cleaned and replaced. This 
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time all of the seams were sealed and every precaution was exercised to 

get the best seal possible with the material used. As a possible 

alternate sealing material, rubber cement was used on two of the seams. 

When traffic testing was started, a 5-ft strip at the north end of section 

2 was kept sprayed with jet engine fuel. The remainder of section 2 and 

all of section 1 were kept sprinkled by a water truck. After the first 

few coverages the surface of the sU:bgrade started softening, and at 12 

coverages it was aIJ:riarent that water was :11enetrating the sheeting in 

quantities sufficient to destroy the bearing capacity of the subgrade. 

The mats were taken up again for another inspection of the sheeting. It 

was found that the pull exerted as the mat ribs were embedded in the sub

grade had separated the seams at frequent intervals and the rubber 

sheeting no longer protected the subgrade against water. The two seams 

sealed with rubber cement remained firm. This was inconclusive, however, 

because not all of the seams sealed with the MC-3 asphalt had failed. 

Further testing of the rubber membrane in this lane was abandoned because 

of the inadequacy of methods of sealing and holding the seams. No con

clusive data were collected as to the efficacy of rubber sheeting as a 

dustproofing agent, but it is believed that it would be effective if the 

joints were sealed adequately. 

34. Although no conclusive mat data were collected from sections 

1 and 2 in lane 1, CBR, density, and moisture measurements were made in 

section 1 after 12 coverages had been applied and the mat had been re

moved, Detailed results are shown in table 1. Average so~l conditions 

were as su11unari zed on the following page, It is noted that tlle traffic 

compacted the subgrade, increasing the density by almost 3 lb per cu ft, 
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without increasing the average CBR value. Since increased density of un-

saturated material is normally accompanied by increased bearing capacity, 

this indicates a start toward consolidation and loss of bearing capacity 

of the soil under the severe compactive effort of the load wheels even at 

this early stage of the test. 

CBR, °/a 

Density, lb per cu ft 
Water content_, % dl'Y wt 

As Built 

10 
110.0 
17.2 

After Traffic 

10 
112.7 
i7.1 

35. Section 3, M6 mat. One 40-ft section of M6 mat was included 

in test lane 1 (see plate 1) to serve as a basis of comparison for the 

newer mats. Soil measurements in the finished subgrade of this section, 

as summarized from table 1, showed these average values: CBR 15 per cent, 

unit weight 110.l lb per cu ft, moisture content 17.0 per cent of dry 

unit weight. These are close to the intended values. Subgrade deflec-

tion and mat bending under traffic were apparent with the first coverage, 

and both had become excessive at 10 coverages. Between 10 and 30 cover-

agee, the mat became fully embedded and was bending under each pass of 

the test wheels to conform to the changing surface of the subgrade. 

Bet1reen 40 and 50 coverages, the subgrade throughout the section had 

weakened and was pumping under the wheels. The mat had become very rough 

and the end-locking pieces were failing to the extent that it was neces-

sary to tie the mat ends down with wire. With the subgrade failed and 

pusning up through the tubulated holes, the mat continued to get rougher 

and started breaking up so rapidly that it was considered failed in sec-

tion 3A at 72 coverages and in section 3B at 108 coverages. Plate 11 

shows the appearance of section 3B after 108 coverages. The appearance 
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of section 3A at 72 coverages was comparable to this. Plate 12 shows 

seven planks (in the foreground) that were taken from section 3 at the 

close of the test. The cross section was changing with each pass of the 

test load. However, the cross sections shown on plate 13, which were 

taken at the end of the test, are indicative of roughened surface. CBR, 

moisture, and density tests were made in section 3B after 108 coverages. 

The results are summarized below and compared with the results made 

before traffic. It will be noted that under the kneading action and 

compactive effort of the test wheels the average CBR dropped from 15 to 7 

per cent, while the density increased from 110 to 114 lb per cu ft with a 

slight loss of moisture, 

CBR, °/o 
Density, lb per cu ft 
Water content, % dry wt 

As Built 

15 
110.1 
17.2 

After 108 Coverages 

7 
114.o 
16.6 

36. Section 4, M8 mat. The subgrade in this section of lane 1 
' 

before traffic was practically the same as that in section 3, with not 

more than one point difference in the average CBR, water content, or 

density. Deflection in both mat and subgrade was apparent from the be

ginning in this section, but actual deformation of the steel mat did not 

start until about the tenth coverage. At 48 coverages, the mat was about 

80 per cent embedded, and the subgrade was pumping slightly under traf-

fie. The mat was deflecting excessively and was beginning to curl up 

slightly at the end joints (see plate 14). Also, a few minor cracks were 

beginning to appear at the side connectors at the overlapping ends of the 

planks. There was no difference in behavior under traffic of the mats 

with the 11 '1111 -type and alternate-type locking lugs. At 60 coverages, the 
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subgrade in subsection 4B (see plate 1 for location) was pumping under 

traffic so badly that weakening and remolding were apparent. The side 

connectors at the overlapping plank ends were beginning to break and the 

plank ends continued to curl up. However, in subsection 4A, the subgrade 

seemed to be becoming firmer; and while signs of strain were evident, 

actual mat breakage had not started. The .M8 mat was considerably more 

effective than the M6 mat in providing a satisfactory surface. Plate 15 

shows a comparison of the two mats at 108 coverages. It can be seen that 

the M8 mat is in much better condition than the adjoining M6 mat. 

37. At 120 coverages 1 the subgrade in subsection 4A was beginning 

to weaken and pump badly under traffic, and the mat was beginning to 

break. Both mat deformation and breakage were increasing in 4B. These 

conditions grew steadily worse until the mat was too rough for further 

traffic and subsection 4B was considered failed at 192 coverages. An 

attempt was made to continue traffic un 4A, but with only one subsection 
' 

of usable mat, this was found impractical and the test was stopped at 204 

coverages. From the rate at which the subgrade was weakening and the mat 

breaking up, it was estimated that 30 more coverages would have produced 

failure. Plate 16 shovs the failed condition of subsection 4B with sub-

section 4A in the foreground at 192 coverages. It should be noted that 

while the metal in the ribs 'below end connectors was broken away in many 

instances, the connection as a whole was tenacious enough to actually 

bend the tip ends of _the overlapping planks downward as the joints curled 

up under traffic. Soil tests were made in subsections 4A (firm part) and 

4B after the completion of traffic. A comparison of the average values 

with those obtained before traffic is given below. The average CBR values 
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dropped about eight points in subsection 4B, but only about two points in 

the firmest portion of section 4A. It is believed that under the compac-

tive effort of the load wheels this portion of the subgrade actually had 

become stronger until a density occurred at which pressures were set up 

in the pores in the soil, 

CBR, ujo 

Density, lb per cu ft 
Water content, % ary wt 

After 192 Cov 
As Built in Subsec 4B 

16 
109.4 
16.g 

8 
115.3 

- / -
.Lt> • .L 

After 204* Cov 
in Subsec 4A 

14 
116.1 
15-.S 

* Test made in what appeared to be the firmest areE.., 

38. Three planks on which the tack welds at the rolled rib had 

been omitted (described in par. 4) were included in the traffic lane of 

subsection 4A. A thorough inspection after the planks were tal:en up 

indicated that these planks had performed in exactly the same manner as 

the welded planks. Deformation and breakage were no more severe than in 

planks where the rolled rib was welded, and no difference could be 

detected in mat deflection under traffic. 

39. Section 5, M9 mat. The subgradc at the north end of this sec

tion in lane l had slightly less CBR value and a slightly higher moisture 

content than that in section 4. In the remainder of the section the sub-

grade was about the same as that in section 4. The M9 mat appeared 

stiffer than the M8 mat under traffic. This probaoly was due to its 

greater thickness and the greater resilience of the alloy from which it 

ms made. The subgrade started springing at the beginning of traffic but 

?Ossibly to a little less degree than it had under the steel mat in 

3ection 4. However, mat deflection appeared to be greater than it had 

44189 
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·been in the steel mat because, instead of taking on a permanent set, the 

aluminum mat sprang back into its original position after the test wheel 

passed on to a greater extent than the steel mat. Five alternate-tYIJe 

and fc-..u- "T"-tY.Pe locking lugs had broken at the welds at 10 coverages, 

It should be pointed out that the weak point of the aluminum locking lugs 

was at the weld and that frequently after the weld had failed, the lug 

remained in position and prevented the bayonets from unlocking. At 48 

coverages the mat was about 80 per cent embedded and remained compara

tively smooth throughout the section except for some minor dishing in the 

midportions of the planks and a slight bowing at the plank ends (see 

plate 17). The subgrade was weakening fast, however, and was moving 

under traffic to such extent near the end of the traffic lane that a test 

pit was excavated in what appeared to be the weakest spot in subsection 

5B to check CBR and density values. It was found that while the density 

had increased only about 1 lb per cu ft, the CBR had dropped to about 

4 per cent (see table 1 and summary in par. 40), Mat breakage was in

creasing rapidly at this time. Enough locking lugs had been broken to 

permit plank slippage, which threatened to release the bayonets in a few 

places. The planks were beginning to break at the underlapping ends 

1rhere the rolled rib was tack-welded to the underside of the plank. At 

60 coverages mat breakage was increasing and the surface was becoming 

rough, but the mat as a whole had not failed. On the weakened subgrade, 

this breakage and roughening increased until failure occurred at 136 

coverages in subsection 5B and at 192 coverages in subsection 5A. Plate 

18 shows subsection 5B at 136 coverages, A list of breaks counted on the 

final inspection is given below, This list is tY.Pical of breakage at 
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failure for the aluminum mat but is somewhat greater in number of breaks 

than is typical for the steel mat. The steel mat usually suffered more 

deformation than the aluminum mat. 

Location of Breaks 

Alternate-type locking lugs 
"T"-type locking lugs 
End of plank where rolled rib is tack-welded 
Side connectors at end of plank 
Side connectors in general 
Edge of plank to tubulated hole 
End connector weld 
At end connector slot on overlapping plank end 
Through rolled rib at locking-lug slot 

No. of Breaks 

~.:L 
28 
20 
21 
25 
49 
21. 

5 
30 

40. A test pit dug in subsection 5A at the end of the test showed 

about the same values as those found in 5B at 48 coverages. The weakened 

area noted at that time had increased to include practically all of the 

traffic lane in both subsections except for a few feet adjacent to sub-

section 4B. The average results of these tests together with those made 

prior to traffic and at 48 coverages are summarized below. The density 

in subsection 5A showed an increase of slightly more than 2 lb :per cu ft, 

and the CBR value dropped from 10 to 7 per cent. 

Sub sec 5B Subsec 5A 
As Built 48 Cov 192 Cov 

CBR, % 10 4 7 
Density, lb per cu ft 111.0 111.7 113.4 
Water content, ~~ dry wt 17 .5 17.9 17.0 

Strain gage measurements 

41. Strain gages. Strain gages ·were installed on four M8 steel 

planks in section 4B which were placed at representative locations ·in the 

lane. The gages, which were SR-4, type AB-7, were placed on the planks 
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at points where maximum strains might be expected to occur. Plate 19 

shows a layout of the gage locations. The gages were cemented to the 

planks using the conventional bakelite process of pressure and heat. An 

additional coating of bakelite was placed over and around the gages as 

protection against abrasion. Shielded leads were brought from each gage 

to the edge of the test lane where readj_ngs were made with a Baldwin

Southwark type-K strain indicator. Gages were not placed on the M9 

planks in this lane because the M9 mat did not arrive in time for 

installing the gages. 

42. Procedure for reading. An initial reading was made on all 

gages after the planks had been placed in the runway, but b~fore any 

traffic had been applied. Then one of the 56- by 16-in. dual wheels was 

stopped directly over a gage and another reading was made. The differ

ence -between these readings indicates the strain, in microinches per 

inch, produced in the metal by the wheel load. After all gages had been 

loaded and read in this manner and the load cart had been taken off the 

lane, a third set of readings was made. A comparison of this reading 

with the initial reading showed the residual strain or the deformation 

resulting from the loads applied during the test. It should be borne in 

mind that the wheels necessarily rolled over some of the gages a second 

or third time while being maneuvered onto the other gages. .After 12 

coverages had been applied and the mat had been subjected to considerable 

bending, another series of readings was made. 

43. Results. The primary purpose of measuring these strains was 

to det'ermine the unit fiber stresses set up in the mats as the loaded 

wheels passed over them as an indication of reasons for mat breakage in 



certain locations and for use in future mat design. It was found, how-

ever, that in most instances the MB mat was strained beyond its elastic 

limit under the first application of the test load, Under these con-

ditions the stresses are not proportional to the strains induced, Con-

sequently1 the following tabulations do not show stresses but show the 

strains in microinches of strain per inch of metal. 

Strains Due to ffneel Load -before Traffic 

Gage Strain Residuar Strain 
No. Location on Plank under Load after Load Test 

1 Mid-point, top 9B5 2Bo 
2 Mid-point, bottom 1225 205 
3* Quarter-point, bottom 
4 Eighth-point, bottom 1790 670 
5 Mid-point, top 2BB5 410 
6 Quarter-point, top 40B5 Boo 
7* Mid"7point, bottom 
B Eighth-point, top 7420 4350 
5*-l<:- Mid-point, top 275 410 

* Gages at locations 3 and 7 either strained beyond capacity 
or damaged by first loading. 

** Gage midway between dual wheels, 

Strains Measured after 12 Coverages 

29 

Gage 
No. Location on Plank 

Residual Strain 
after 12 Cov 

Strain 
under Load 

Residual Strain 
after Load Test 

2 
B 

Mid-point, bottom 
Eighth-point, top 

1925 
2B35 

2965 
4oBo 

9Bo 
1225 

Note: Gages 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 were not operable after 12 coverages. 

Miscellaneous data from traffic tests 

44. Deflection measurements. Deflections of the planks were taken 

at the same time strain gages 2 and B were read at 12 coverages. These 

deflections were read to hundredths of an inch using an engineer level at 
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close range. The maximum deflections were 1.02 in. at gage 2 and o.82 in. 

at gage 8. At 48 coverages, after the subgrade had started pumping quite 

noticeably, deflections were measured by driving short pins into the soil 

through the tubulated holes and taking level readings on these pins. The 

maximum downward movement noted under these conditions was 1.48 in. These 

results are plotted on plate 20. It should be noted that while no read-

ings could be made directly under the tires, deflections at these points 

would be greater than those shown. 

45. Elongation of _planks. The elongation measurements were made b:t 

drilling two small holes approximately 7 in. apart and adjacent to one of 

the ribs and measuring the distances between these holes to thousandths of 

an inch with a micrometer at intervals during the test. It was believed 

if the planks were bent so that the surface became convex, the distance 

between the holes would be increased, or if the surface became concave, 

they would be reduced. This was not always true, especially in the alumi-

num mat. After the planks had been flexed repeatedly, the distances fre-

quently increased regardless of the direction of bending. The percentages 

of elongation (positive or negative) that were measured on the two mats 

at three stages of the test are listed below. 

Elongation in Per Cent at: 
Location on Plank 12 Coverages 4b Coverages 192 Coverages 

Eighth-point 
Quartei·-point 
Mid-point 

Eighth-point 
Quarter-point 
Mid-point 

M8 Steel Mat 

+0.129 
-0.140 
+0.130 

M9 Aluminum Mat 

-0.015 
+0.071 
+0.059 

-0.029 
+0.140 
+0.678 

+0.076 
+0.142 
+0.103 

-0.129 
-0.182 
+l.110 

+o.o46 
+0.314 
+0.133 



Test Lane 2 

46. The traffic testing in test lane 1 had shown that while the 

CBR values built into the subgrade of that lane were very close to the 

values specified in the plan of test, the moisture content was too high 

for the densities that built up under the test wheel loads. As the sub-

grade compacted under trai'fic, hydrostatic pressures developed in the 

pores and the subgrade remolded and lost strength early in the test. Mat 

failure occurred at a small number of coverages in all sections. In view 

of these co..11di tions,- it had been decided- to_ build lane 2 as a rep_eti tion 

of sections 3, 4, and 5 of lane 1 but with the subgrade moisture content 

low enough not to set up pore pressure and cause remolding at the densi-

ties that were anticipated under the compactive effort of the test 

vehicle. This first phase of the test had demonstrated that no ordinary 

construction equipment would produce subgrade densities comparable to 

those that result from traffic with the load wheels being used in these 

tests. Consequently the final CBR values are governed primarily by the 

moisture content. 

Traffic tests 

47. Traffic was applied to the section using the B-50 dual assembly . 
loaded to 80,000 lb, as described previously. The vehicle was driven back 

and forth the length of the lane, shifting traffic to produce uniform 

coverages across a tracking path approximately 18.75 ft wide. A total of 

1000 coverages was applied. 

48. Section 6, Iri°6 mat. 'I'he mat started bedding down firmly in 

the subgrade with the first few coverages and was firmly embedded at 50 
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coverages. There was noticeable sU:bgrade deflection (not actually 

measured), but no pumping or lateral flow of soil occurred at this time. 

At 156 coverages, three noticeable ruts had formed in the subgrade, but 

they appeared to be due more to uneven compaction than to weakening of 

the soil. In fact, the subgrade appeared to be consolidating and getting 

stronger, At 450 coverages the surface of this section had settled more 

but had improved in appearance, and deflection under traffic was de-

creasing. A few small spots in the south end of the section got wet in 

a rainstarm~be±.ween 450 _and 550 coverages to the extent that the upper 

1 to 2 in. of the subgrade were softened and soil worked up through the 

tubulated holes. This soil was removed from the mat and no ill effects 

resulted other than a slight increase in the depression of the mat. 

'I'hro'._;_ghout the test on this lane the M6 mat bent readily to conform to 

all changes in subgradc surface, but no breakage had occurred at 1000 

coverages. Plate 21 shows the appearance of this section after 1000 

coverages. Figs. 1 and 2 of plate 22 present cross sections showing the 

extent to ·which the traffic lane was depressed during the test. Soil 

tests made after 1000 coverages showed that under the compactive effort 

of the test load the original soil density had increased about 4.5 lb per 

cu ft and the bearing capacity had doubled. Complete soil data appear in 

table 1. A summary of the average data is given l:::clow. 

As Built After Traffic 

CBR, °/o 23 46 
Density, lb per cu ft 107.5 112.0 
Water content, % dry wt 14.3 14.9 

49. Section 7z M8 mat. 'I'he M8 mat retained a smoother appearance 

in the early stages of the test than the M6 mat. It also was embedded in 
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the firm subgrade much more slowly. At 100 coverages, it was only 35 per 

cent embedded, and it was not embedded completely until 350 coverages had 

been applied. After 250 coverages, deflection in both mat and subgrade 

was too slight to be apparent to the eye as the load cart passed. There 

was very little mat deformation (see figs. 3 and 4 of plate 22) except 

for a slight dishing similar to that which occurred in test lane 1, and 

no mat breakage occurred throughout the test. Plate 23 shows the appear-

ance of the section after traffic testing was completed. Soil changes 

under traffic in this section were of the same nature but of somewhat 

less magnitude than those that occurred under the M6 mat in section 6. 

The complete data appear in table l; a summc.ry is given below. 

CBR, °/o 
Density, lb per cu ft 
Water content, °/o dry wt 

As Built 

16 
109.3 
14.~. 

After Traffic 

35 
113.4 
14.6 

50. Section 3, M9 mat. The M9 mat in this section became embedded 

in the subgrade even more slowly than the MS mat in section 7, It was 

not embeddeC .. completely until 450 coverages had been applied. It also 

appeared to be more resilient than the steel mat and was more inclined to 

spring back to its original position rather than to conform to the surface 

of the subgrade after the test wheels passed over. This resilience 

caused more movement of the planks (a sort of rocking motion) under traf-

fie anc.1 gave the appearance of greater deflection than had occurred in 

the section of MS mat. It also put enough pressure on the locking lugs 

to cause them to start breaking early in the test and to continue breaking 

rather slm'Tly until a total of 35 alternate-type lugs and four "T''-type 

lugs were broken at the end of the test. Ho other mat brealmGe occurred. 



Only slight deformation (see figs. 5 and 6 of plate 22) occurred. Traffic 

also produced a slight "dishing" of the planks. Plate 24 shows the smooth 

appearance of the section at the end of the test. Soil tests as summa-

rized below showed about the same increase in CBR values and unit weight 

as had occurred in section 7 under the M8 mat, 

As Built After Traffic 

CBR, % 
Density, lb per cu ft 
Water content, % dry wt 

Strain gage measurements 

14 
106.6 
14.5 

33 
113.9 
15.5 

51. Strain gages were placed on four aluminum planks in section 8A 

in lane 2. These gages were cemented on the planks in the same manner as 

those on steel mat in test lane 1 and were located in the same relative 

positions as those on the MB steel mat described in par. 41 and shown on 

plate 19. The gage3 were read prior to traffic testing and after 352 

coverages had been applied, The results tabulated below show the magni-

tude of strains as measured in microinches of strain per linear inch of 

metal. The indicated fiber stress, based on a modulus of elasticity of 

10,300,000 is also shown. Since the yield strength of the metal was 

approximately 40,000 psi, the indicated fiber stress exceeded the yield 

strength in only one case (gage 4); however, in all cases, a residual 

strain remained after the load was removed. 

Strains Due to Wheel Load before Traffic 

Gage Strai.n Indicated Residual Strain 
No. Location on Plank under Load Fiber Stress after Load Test 

1 Mid-point, bottom 1330 13,700 245 
2 Mid-point, top 500 5,150 10 
3 Quarter-point, bottom 1930 19,900 70 
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Strains Due to Wheel Load before Traffic (Cont'd) 

Gage Strain Indicated Residual Strain 
No. Location on Plank under Load Fiber Stress after Load Test -
4 Mid-point, bottom 5055 52,000 570 
5 Eighth-point, top 7l8 7,400 78 
6 Quarter-point, top 550 5,670 440 
7 Mid-point, bottom 1238 12,750 192 
8 Eighth-point, top 2475 25,500 1185 

Strains Measured after 352 Coverages 

Residual 
Strain Strain Indicated Residual Strain 

Gage after under Fiber after Second 
No. Location on Plank 352 Cov Load Stress Load Test - ---
2 Mid-point, top l60 300 3,090 100 
3 Quarter-poi.nt, bottom 140 180 1,850 70 
5 Eighth-point, top 48 1255 12,930 60 
7 Mid-point, bottom 157 735 7,560 45 
8 Eighth-point, top 2777 2705 27,900 180 
5i<· Eighth-point, top 48 140 1,440 60 

* Gage midway between dual wheels. 

Miscellaneous data 

52. Deflection measurements. Mst deflections were measured with a 

"Y" level, as descri.bed previously, at each gage point where the strains 

were read before traffic and at gages 2 and 3 at 352 coverages. The 

maximum deflection in this series of readings was about 0.8 in. These 

deflections are shown on plate 25. A comparison of these deflections 

With the strains tabulated in the preceding paragraph shows that the 

indicated strain in the metal was not proportional to the vertical deflec-

tion of the mat, e.g., gage 6 showing near the minimum strain deflected 

about the same as gage 8 showing neat' maximum strain. 

53. Elongation of planks. Elongation measurements were made on 



five MB planks and four M9 planks in test lane 1 by drilling small holes 

in the mat and reading the distance between them with a micrometer as 

previously described. Since there was little actual mat bending, the 

percentages of elongation listed below were negligible. 

Location on Plank 

Eighth-point 
Quarter-point 
'luarter-point 
Mid·· point 
Mid-point 

Elongation in Per Cent 
M() Planks at H9 Planks at 

352 Cov 622 Cciv 352 Cov 622 Cov 

+0.057 
+O.OJ.4 
+0.042 
-0.069 
-0.071 

0.000 
o.ooo 

+0.028 
-0.097 
-0.086 

-0.028 
+0.042 
-0.085 
-0.028 
-0.115 

-0.042 
+0.042 
-0.071 
-0.042 
-0.115 

54. Changes in plank widths -- individual rib measurements. Meas-

urements of changes in plank widths at the ribs were made by drilling two 

small holes on opposite sides of the ribs and checking changes in the 

distances between these holes with a micrometer at intervals during the 

test. These changes were extremely small, and in many instances they were 

negative. This is attributed to the slight "dishing" of some of the 

planks which would tend to close the tops of the ribs. The results listed 

below shmr these changes. 

Location on Plank 

Eighth-point 
Quarter-point 
Quarter-point 
Mid-point 
Mid--point 

Change of Tiib Width in Inches 
M8 Planks at M9 Planks at 

352 Cov --622 Cov 352 Gov 622 Cov 

0.000 
+0.003 
-0.005 
-0.004 
-0.003 

0.000 
+0.001 
-0.008 
-0.001 
-0.002 

+0.006 
o.ooo 

+0.001 
0.000 

-0.001 

+0.003 
-0.001 
-0.004 
+0.002 
+0.002 

55. Changes in plank width -- over-all measurements. After the 

mat had been placed but before any traffic had been applied, an over-all 



measurement was made of 19 runs of M8 mat and of 18 runs of M9 mat. 

The measurements were repeated at 912 coverages. For the M8 mat, these 

measurements showed a total increase in length at the center line of 
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the traffic lane of 7/16 in., or an average increase in width of 0.023 

in. per plank. For the 18 runs of M9 mat, the total increase was 11/16 

in., or an average of 0.038 in. per plank. These over-all increases 

appear greater than the increases indicated by the individual measure

ments. It is probable that the actual widening of the planks was less 

than these figures indicate, and that the slight 11dishing 11 of the planks 

under traffic discusseQ in the next :paragraph_ caused some spreading. at 

the side connections. 

56. "Dishing" of planks. When M8 or M9 planks are connected, 

the rolled rib at the slotted edge of one plank falls immediately 

adjacent to the rib at the bayonet edge of another plank. This double

rib effect gives more bearing surface at the edges than in the interior 

areas of the planks. This tends to hold the edges higher than the mid

portions as the planks are embedded into hard subgrades. Also, the 

M8 and M9 mats are wider than most mats previously tested and con

sequently they tend to bow upward at the edges under traffic of the high

pressure tires in the same manner that all mats have tended to bow up at 

the ends. As a result of these factors, ·both types of planks became 

"dished" under traffic on the harder subgrades. This "dishing" was 

measured on planks at typical locations, and the results are listed Dn 

the following page. 



Dishi:t?-_g; in Inches 
M8 Planks at M9 Planks at 

Location on Plank 352 Cov 670 Cov 9r;:r;: Cov 352 Cov 670 Cov 9rj:Ij: cov 

Quarter-point 0.047 0.079 0.169 0.228 0.331 0.287 
Quarter-point 0.090 0.059 0.071 0.383 0.283 0.228 
Quarter-point 0.087 0. 091~ 0.063 0.283 0.287 0.244 
Hid-point 0.094 0.083 0.146 o.488 o.1~68 o.~53 
Mid.-point 0.047 0.075 0.071 o.425 o.421 
Mi cl..-point 0.098 0.090 0.118 0.354 0.358 0.327 

Test Lane 3 

57. The marked increase in subgrade bearing capacity that occurred 

in test lane 2 under the compactive action of the load cart during the 

application of traffic and the resulting complete lack of detrimental 

failures in this lane indicated that a slightly higher moisture content 

should be used in lane 3. An average of slightly under 16 per cent, with 

the narrowest range feasible, was selected. The over-all average of the 

material as placed was 15.5 per cent with a range of 14.0 to 17.2 per 

cent. More than 50 per cent of the individual samples were between 15 

and 16 per cent. Table 1 includes complete soil data for this lane. 

Traffic tests 

58. Traffic was applied to test lane 3 in the same manner as 

described for lanes 1 and 2 except that a single wheel loaded to 50,000 

lb was used. The 56- by 16-in. high-pressure tire described previously 

was troed and was inflated to give the standard contact area of 267 sq 

in. The inflation pressure for this load was 198 psi, which was about 

25 per cent greater than the tire pressure used in test lanes 1 and 2. 

Traffic was shir'ted after each round trip to produce uniform coverage over 



a path 16 ft wide and was continued until the mat failed or until 1000 

coverages had been applied. 

59. Section 9, M6 mat. The M6 mat started bending to conform 

' to the subgrade as it was depressed under traffic with the first few 

passes of the test load. After only four coverages, the mat was fully 

embedded and was depressed as much as 1/2 in. Considerable subgrade 

movement and mat bending were noted at 52 coverages. The section was 

rutting and becoming rough at 100 coverages. The end-locking pieces 

started comir"3 loose, and the mat started breaking between 160 and 190 

coverages. At 230 coveragesI the- surface had_ tha appearance_ of'_ being 

somewhat lm;er than the M8 mat in section 10. Soil worked up through 

the tubulated holes, the surface of the section became rougher, and mat 
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breakage increased until subsection 9B and the north four runs of planks 

in subsection 9A had failed at 250 coverages. Plate 26 is a view of 

the mat after 250 coverages. The remaining portion of subsection 9A 

Was tested to 276 coverages, at which time fallure was obviously 

intc:inen-t., Traffic was stopped because of hazardous conditions in sub-

section 9B. Figs. 1 and 2 of plate 27 show the rutting and depression 

Of the traffic lane at the end of the test. 'I'cst pi ts were dug in sub-

section 9A prior to traffic and in subsection 9B after 250 coverages, 

and again in 9A after 276 coverages. 'I'he results of CBR, moisture, and 

density tests are given in table 1. The average results are summarized 

below. It can be seen that the density increased about 6 lb per cu ft 

-and the CBR dropped considerably, although not to the low values 

e2~erienced in test lane 1. 
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CBR, oP 
Density, lb per cu ft 
Hater content, °/o dry wt 

As Built 

24 
110.8 
14.9 

Subsection 9B 
250 Coverages 

12 
116.8 
15.4 

Subsection 9A 
276 Coverages 

17 
117.3 
15.0 

60. Section 10, M8 mat. The M8 mat in this section definitely 

showed its t:·:1periori ty over the M6 mat in section 9. It bent more slowly 

under traffic, protected the subgrade longer, and retained a usable sur-

face longer. The mat showed some deflection under traffic and ·became 

fully embedded between 52 and 100 coverages. At 276 coverages (when the 

-M6-r1mt -!rad -f-ailed), it was still in fairly good condition although some 

breakage had occurred and large deflections were occurring in subsection 

lOB. At 350 coverages, the subgrade in subsection lOB was pumping under 

traffic and mat breakage was increasing rapidly. In subsection lOA, the 

subgrade appeared to .be changing very little in bearing capacity and mat 

breakage was increasing rather slowly. At 532 coverages mat breakage in 

subsection lOB had increased to the extent that it was considered failed 

because of roughness and tire hazards (see plate 28). The cross section 

shown in fig. 4 of plate 27 shows the rough condition at this tj.me. The 

degree of weakening in the subgrade had changed little since 276 cover-

ages (see table 1), but the area of weakness had increased to include 

practically all of the subsection. Not much change occurred in subsection 

lOA between 276 coverages and 532 coverages. Although considerable 

breakage had occurred, the mat in subsection lOA was still usable at 1000 

coverages (see plate 29). However, the subgrade was beginning to weaken 

in the west half of the lane and breakage was beginning to increase 

rapidly in this area. Fig, 3 of plate 27 shows how the surface had 
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been depressed at 1000 coverages. 

61. This section furnished an excellent opportunity to follow the 

changes that take place in the bearing capacity of a subgrade when it is 

subjected to very high compactive efforts. CBR, moisture, and density 

tests were made prior to traffic and at intervals during traffic. Where 

:possible, tests were made in a zone of satisfactory condition and in an 

adjoining zone where the behavior under traffic indicated that conditions 

1·rere almost at a stage of failure. Detailed results of the tests are 

sho1-m in table l; average values are summarized in the table at the end 

of this paragraph. Tests were made at 276 coverages in sub-se-ctton- lOA 

and lOB. At this time the mat was still in fair shape, but large deflec

tions had started in subsection lOB. It can be seen that the density and 

moisture were higher in lOB than in lOA. The differences, though slight, 

Were enough to result in a definite decrease in the CBR in lOB. Tests 

lrere made again in lOB after failure (532 coverages). The results showed 

little changes from those at 276 coverages. Tests also were made in lOA 

after 686 coverages to see if changes had occurred. The results indicated 

little change from the values at 276 coverages. Tests also were made in 

10A after 1000 coverages in an area where the behavior of the mat indi

cated that the su-ograde had weakened and also in an adjoining satisfactory 

area. In the first area the density had increased to 117 .3 111 per cu ft 

and the CBR had dropped to 14 per cent. In the other area, the moisture 

ariparently was slightly lower and the CBR had increased markedly. The 

indications are that a moisture content of about 15.3 was the border line 

between conditions which would produce an increase in strength under 

traffic and conditions which would permit the development of :pore 
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pressures with the resultant drop in strength. 

532 686 
276 Cov Cov Cov 1000 Cov 

Subsect:i.on Sub sec Sub sec Subsection 
As Built lOA lOB lOB lOA lOA* lOA** ---

r----
CBR, % 20 23 13 14 19 14 41 

Density, lb 113.6 115.8 117.1 116.4 116.8 117.3 115.6 
per cu ft 

Water content, 15.6 15.3 15.6 15.3 15.3 15.5 15.0 
% dry wt 

7<· Soft side 
i'h'i- Firm side 

62. Section 11, M9 mat. As usual, the aluminum mat in this 

section appeared more resilient than the steel mat in section 10 

described above. In this instance, however, the aluminum mat became 

embedded in the subgrade at about the same rate as the steel mat. The 

aluminum mat also resisted deformation longer than the steel mat, but 

began to show breakage r,1uch earlier (4 coverages) than the steel mat (166 

coverages). At 276 coverages, even though breakage was considerable (48 

locking lugs, 9 breaks at plank ends where rolled ribs were welded to the 

body of the plank, and 4 "breaks at slots for end-locking pieces), the 

mat presented a smooth surface. At 670 coverages the entire section was 

still comparatively smooth in spite of considerable breakage (see plate 

30), and the subgrade seemed to be retaining its high bearing capacity. 

At 750 coverages, the mat started breaking up faster in subsection llA 

than in su"i.rnection llB, and the subgrade appeared to be failing rapidly. 

SU:bgrade weakening and mat breakage continued to increase until the right 

half of subsection llA failed at 850 coverages, the remainder of 



subsection llA failed at 900 coverages (see plate 31), and the right 

half of subsection llB failed at 950 coverages. The remainder of 

subsection llB, although badly broken, was still smooth at 1000 cover

ages (see plates 32 and 33). Figs. 5 and 6 of plate 27 show the mat 

surface in these subsections at the beginning and end of the test. 

63. Soil testing also was conducted in section 11 to show the 

changes that occurred during traffic. Complete results are shown in 

table l~ average CBR, moisture, and density values are shown on the 

following page. Although no serious deflection of the mat 'ras occurring, 

tests were made at 270 and 670 coverages. As shown in- tire- surnrrrary- taale-, 

density and CBR increased during this period. It also is noted that 

the moisture content was approximately 15.0 per cent, which compares 

favorably with the moisture content at which an increase in CBR 

occurred in section 10. Tests were made at 900 coverages in subsection 

llA where failure of the mat had occurred. The density had increased 

to 117.2 lb per cu ft, ancl the CBR had dropped to 13 per cent. Tests 

Were made at 950 coverages in a failed area of subsection llB and at 

1000 coverages in an area where the mat was broken but was still smooth. 

In the first case, the sub grade had weakened; in the othe1·, it had in

creased considerably in strength. These data also indicate that a 

moisture content of slightly over 15 per cent represents the border-

line condition between increasing and decreasing strength under the 

conditions encountered in these tests. 
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276 Cov 670 Cov 900 Cov 950 Cov 1000 Cov 
Sub sec Sub sec Sub sec Sub sec Sub sec 

As Built llB llB llA llB llB 

CBR, % 24 31 41 13 17 45 

Density, lb 111.6 113.2 116.7 117.2 116.8 116..7 
per cu ft 

Hater content, 15.2 15.1 14.9 15.3 15.2 14.8 
°/o dry wt 

Miscellaneous data 

64. Traffic directly on subgrade, In order to give some informa-

~tion _on _the -beneficial effec.ts of the landing mats, the south approach to 

test lane 3 was processed and traffic was extended out on the unmatted 

subgrade for a distance of about 10 ft. Plate 34 shows the condition of 

the unmatted section after 2 coverages. The wheel load (50,000 lb at 

198-psi tire pressure) left ruts approximately 3/4 in. deep on the first 

few passes. After 6 to 10 coverages the soil started cracking up along 

sides of the tracks left by the test wheel. At 60 coverages, the central 

portion of the area being tested had disintegrated to the extent that as 

the wheel passed, it pushed soil ahead and to the side, leaving a track 

2 to 3 in. deep. At 110 coverages the whole area had failed (see plate 

35) and no further traffic was applied. Also, after the M6 mat had 

failed in section 9, the subgrade was rehabilitated and subjected to 

traffic without landing mat for comparative purposes. The test wheel cut 

into the soil more than 1/2 in. on the first pass. At 24 coverages the 

subgrade was pumping badly, and the test wheel was leaving a rut behind 

every pass. At 48 coverages the section had failed. Thus, the use of 

landing mats extended the usable life of the subGrade from less than 
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about 50 to more than 200 coverages. 

65. Rubber sheeting in test lane_. Short pieces (10 to 12 ft long) 

of rubber sheeting were placed under the mats in each section of this 

lane for the purpose of observing the effect of the mats on the rubber 

and the effect of the rubber on the rate at which mats were embedded. 

The M6 mat punctured the rubber consistently along the side connector 

lines and at the tubulated holes (see fig. 1, plate 36). The MB mat 

punctured the rubber at two locations: one at a break in the plank and 

one at a badly damaged end joint. The puncture under the break is shown 

in fig. 2 of plate 36. The M9 mat did not- puncture- the rubber. The 

sheeting had no effect on the rate at which the mats were embedded. How

ever, the rubber apparently prevented the mats from scuffing the surface 

of the subgrade as shown in fig. 3 of plate 36. Under these conditions, 

the rubber would serve adequately as a dustproofing agent providing a 

satisfactory means for sealing the joints of the overlapped sheets is 

developed. 

66. Resistance of rubber sheeting to jet fuel. 'I'Wo small sections 

Of rubber sheeting were placed on the ground under the hangar in which 

the mat tests were conducted. One of these sections was sprayed with jet 

engine fuel JP-1 at regular intervals for a period of two weeks. The 

0 ther section was sprayed with JP-3 for the same period. The JP-3 fuel 

o.p:peared to have slightly more severe effects on the rubber than the JP-1. 

During the two-week period, the fuels caused the rubber sheeting to swell 

and to lose strength to a noticeable degree. Either fuel would cause the 

rubber to lose practically all strength in a few months time. 

67, Changes in plank width. Over-all measurements were made on 
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19 runs of the M8 and 17 runs of the M9 mats at the beginning of traffic 

and after 52, 178, and 360 coverages. The average increases in width per 

plank at these stages of the test are shown in the following tabulation. 

No. of Coverages 

52 
178 
360 

M8 Mat, In. 

0.006 
0.013 
0.063 

M9 Mat, In. 

0.007 
0.021 
0.021 

68. Dishing under traffic. Records of mat dishing were made and 

are tabulated below. 

Dishing in Inches 
Mt; Planks at M9 Planks at 

Location on Plank 52 Cov 194 Cov 532 Ccv 52 Cov 194 Cov '670 Cov 

Quarter-point 0.094 0.047 0.094 0.276 0.252 0.299 
Quarter-point 0.094 0.079 0.087 0.240 0.201 0.252 
Quarter-point 0.098 0.110 0.087 0.173 0.189 0.260 
Mid-point 0.134 0.075 0.087 0.291 0.299 0.9!15 
Mid-point 0.154 0.126 0.173 0.256 0.264 0.382 
Mid-point 0.114 0.102 0.102 0.268 0.291 0.394 

69. Deflections. The deflections of the mat under the wheel load 

were measured in the same manner as in test lanes 1 and 2. The results 

are presented as plots of deflection versus offset distance on plate 37. 

Description of Mat Breakage, Test Lanes 1, 2, and 3 

M6 mat 

70. Generally, the types of breaks in the M6 mat were the same as 

those observed and reported in previous tests. Usually the first breaks 

occur in the narrow bands of metal outside the bayonet slot, especially 

those over the end joints. Following these, breaks appear from the bayo-

net slots (usually those containing integral locking lugs) into the 
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tubulated holes. However, it was noted that under the heavy loads in the 

high-pressure tires, if the subgrade starts rutting early in the test, 

the end-locking pieces are pulled off, frequently before any breaks occur. 

This was true on lanes 1 and 3. 

M8 mat 

71, Certain breaks as follows occurred in the same manner so often 

that they may be called typical of the M8 mat. 

a. The first breaks usually started at the base of the bayonet 
shank on the overlapping end of the plank (mark 1, plate 
38). These breaks usually appeared as fine cracks starting 
in the corne~ formed by the bayonet- shank- arnr ttre- body- of
the plank. However, the bayonets seldom broke off com
pletely until after the end joints faj.led or the mat 
became badly bent. As the tests progressed, bayonets were 
pulled out and bent badly (mark 2, plate 38) or broken off 
at locations away from the end joints. On a few occasions 
the bayonets were sheared off while the shanks remained 
firm (mark 1, plate 38). 

b. Breaks from the corners of the locking-lug holes to the 
adjacent bayonet slots occurred frequently after the mat 
had been bent repeatedly (mark 3, plate 38). It is 
probable that this type of breakage could be reduced some
what by rounding the corners of the locking-lug holes 
slightly as was done on the aluminum (M9) mat. 

c. Under severe conditions, the metal below the end-connector 
slots of the overlapping planks was torn loose, thus 
causing the end connection to fail (mark 4, plate 38). 
However, the force required to fail these connections was 
so great that the tip ends cf the overlapping planks were 
actually bent downward before the metal gave way (mark 5, 
plate 38). 

d. In a few instances the end connectors themselves were 
broken off, either at the weld, or in the thin section of 
the shank near the weld. Usually when this occurred the 
connector remained in position and did not result in joint 
failure until the metal under the slot was torn away (not 
illustrated). 

e. A rather serious type of break was a crack that started at 
a bayonet slo_t, usually but not always, opposite an end 
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M9 mat 

joint, and progressed through to the first tubulated hole 
and thence on to other tubulated holes until the entire 
plank was broken through (mark 6, plate 38). 

f. Under severe strain both the 11T11 -type and alternate-type 
locking lugs were broken off at the welds. Failure of the 
"T"-type locking lug is illustrated on plate 38 (marks 6 
and 7). Oddly enough, many of the lugs of both types 
stayed in the holes and remained partially effective after 
the welds failed, In no case was mat failure directly 
attributable to locking-lug failure. 

~· A type of break that occurred rather infrequently and 
appeared to be of little consequence in the steel mat was 
a crack in the plank ends where the rolled rib is welded 
to the bottom of the plank (not illustrated for steel, but 
illustrated later for aluminum). 

h. After tra:ffi.c was stopped and tne mat taken up it was 
found that on all planks, when deflection and bending had 
been severe, the tack welds holding the rolled ribs to the 
bottoms of the planks had broken. In no case had these 
breaks shown any effect on the behavior of the mat (not 
illustrated). 

72. As stated previously, the aluminum alloy of which the M9 mat 

is made appears to be more resilient than the steel in the M8 mat. This 

causes it to spring under traffic and move about on the subgrade slightly 

more than the steel. Under certain conditions this results in tremendous 

pressure on the locking lugs and side connectors or bayonets. Another 

characteristic of this metal is that the welds are not as strong as those 

on steel. The following characteristic breaks in this mat were noted 

during the tests: 

a, As a result of the conditions described above, the first 
breaks to appear were the locking-lug welds. These breaks 
are not illustrated, since they were very similar to those 
in the steel mat. 'I'he alterr:.ate-type lug breaks somewhat 
more readily than the "T" type. Here again the lugs 
frequently remained in position after the welds had failed 
so that there were only a few cases of the bayonets 



losing their hold because of locking-lug failure. 

b. Following these breaks in order, but not in frequency of 
occurrence, were the breaks at plank ends where the rolled 
ribs are welded to the bottoms of the planks. 'I'hese 
breaks progressed somewhat farther than they had in the 
steel mat and frequently ran into the tubulated holes 
(marks 1 and 2 on plate 39). 

c. The type of break that usually occurred in greatest num
bers and probably had the most detrimental effect on the 
mat was one that started at the side of the plank, often 
opposite an end joint (mark 1, plate 4o), and progressed 
through the tubulated holes (mark 2, plate 40), finally 
going all the way across the plank. When this occurred, 
the end joints usually had failed too, resulting in a long 
rip in the mat surface which allowed the ragged ends of 
the planks to curl up and become ha;a.rdous to traffic. 
Sometimes these breaks would app-ear- at- several posi:ti:ons
on the same plank. In a few instances, breaks of this 
kind progressed through several tubulated holes parallel 
to the axis of the plank (mark 3, plate 40). 

d. Of frequent occurrence was a break over the rolled rib 
from the locking lug to the adjacent bayonet slot (mark 4, 
plate 40). This break was of little consequence in 
itself, but it frequently developed into the type of 
break described in~ l}bove. 

e. The metal under the end-connector slots broke away more 
readily in the M9 (aluminum) mat than it did in the M8 
mat. 'J:•his type of break is illustrated on plate 39 (marks 
3 and 4) on mat that has been subjected to very little 
deformation. 

f. The end connectors on the M9 mat broke more frequently 
than they did on the MB mat. The breaks usually occurred 
at the welds, but on some occasions they occurred along 
the shanks or on the portion that pasoes through the slots. 
In all except the latter instances, they usually remained 
in position and held fast until the breaks described in e 
above occurred (not illustrated). 

~· In some cases of severe usage, cracks started at the under
lapping end of a plank in the angle formed where the por
tion of the metal that carried the bayonets was cut away 
(mark 5, plate 39). In a few instances these cracks 
progressed into the first line of tubulated holes and 
finally across the plank. 

h. The first bayonet breaks usually appeared on the overlapping 
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ends of planks (mark 6, plate 39). Later they appeared at 
other locations. As was true with the steel mat, most of 
these failures were at the bases of the bayonet shank, but 
some of the bayonets failed by breaking off at the point 
where they joined the shanks. Bayonet breakage was more 
pronounced in the aluminum mat than in the steel mat. 

i. When the mat was removed, it was found that, on all planks 
which had been subjected to severe flexures, all of the 
tack welds along the rolled rib had failed. This had no 
apparent effect on the functioning of the mat (not 
illustrated). 

Implications of Test Results as Regards Airfield Construction 

73. It is desired to point out that the difficulties experienced 

in constructing a satisfactory subgrade for the wheel loads and tire pres-

sures (164 to 198 psi) used in these tests warrant the attention of 

personnel responsible for airfield and landing-gear design. In these 

three test lanes, the subgrade was compacted with heavier equipment than 

is normally available in the theater of operations and under conditions 

which probably would be considered ideal in the theater of operations. 

In all three cases, material increases in density occurred during traffic. 

The increase in density in itself would not be a serious detriment under 

a landing mat, since it would produce only nominal settlement in the 

average case. It should be noted, however, that where the moisture con-

tent was below about 15 per cent, the increase in density produced an 

increase in strength which was beneficial; but where the moisture content 

was above about 15 per cent, the increase in density produced pressure in 

the pore water which resulted in a rapid loss of strength. In previous 

tests with B-29 tires (inflation pressure about 100 psi), less serious 

increases in density occurred d~ring traffic, and it was not necessary to 
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dry the soil to as low a moisture content to insure that no loss of 

strength would occur. Under actual traffic on an airfield, the longer 

:Periods between load applications may permit the pore pressures to 

dissipate so that a serious loss of strength does not occur. Settlement 

Will occur which may be objectionable. ~Tnile these tests were made on 

only one subgrade, the results are in accord with tests made on other 

subgrades with rubber-tired rollers and the increased densities can be 

e:iqiected to occur in other tYIJes of subgrades when high-pressure tires 

are used; therefore, these tests point out that the use of high-pressure 

tires on heavy airplanes will increase the c-orrstruct±on effort required

to :provide landing facilities. Close control of moisture contents will 

be necessary to obtain moisture contents within the rather narrow range 

Which will insure proper compaction but will not be above a critical 

limit which may permit the development of pore pressures. Also, equipment 

to :produce higher densities during construction will be needed. 
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PART V: CONCLUSIONS 

74, Based on the tests described previously and on observations 

made during these tests, the following conclusions are made, 

a. Traffic of the heavy wheel loads and high tire pressure 
(164 to 198 psi) used in these tests produced increases 
in density in the well-compacted subgrade which have 
definite implications in airfield construction since 
the higher densities can be expected to occur in all 
soil types (see paragraph 73). 

b. A single layer of M8 steel landing mat will sustain 
1000 coverages of an 80,000-lb dual-wheel load (56- by 
16-in. tires inflated to give a contact area of 267 sq 
-±11.) -when -pJ:ac-e-a. -on -a sur)grade having a CBR a-oove about 
15 per cent throughout the period of traffic. 

c. A single layer of the M9 aluminum mat will sustain 
more than 500 coverages of an 80,000-lb dual-wheel 
load when placed on a subgrade having a CBR value above 
about 15 per cent throughout the period of traffic, If 
the M9 aluminum mat is required to have only half the 
traffic carrying capacity of the M8 steel mat, the gage 
of aluminum sheet used for its manufacture may be re
duced slightly over that of the M9 mat included in these 
tests, 

d. The effect of the 50,000-lb single-wheel load (56- by 
16-in. tire inflated to give a contact area of 267 c:;q 
in.) was more severe on both the M8 steel and M9 
aluminum ms.ts than the 80,000-lb dual-wheel load, This 
applies both to subgrade requirements and to the rate 
of mat damage on firm subgrade. 

e, Rubber sheeting placed under the M8 and M9 mats, with 
a 7-in. overlap and the seams either left unsealed or 
sealed with a cutback asphalt (MC-3), is not satisfactory 
as a '\Tater:proofing agent for soil bases. If the joints 
can be sealed adequately, it probably would serve as 
both waterproofing and dustproofing agent, during the 
life of the rubber sheeting. 

f. Continued application of jet fuels would cause the rubber 
sheeting to disintegrate in a few months. 

~· Rubber sheeting placed under the MB and M9 mats has no 
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appreciable retarding effect on the rate at which the mats 
become embedded in the subgrad~. 

h. Neither the M8 nor the M9 mat will puncture the rubber 
sheeting on a subgrade that is free from rocks or gravel 
until the mats start breaking or bending badly. 

i. Based on square feet of runway surface per man-hour after 
the bundles of mat have been distributed near the work, 
the M8 iuat can be placed about 14 per cent faster than the 
M6 mat. On the same basis the M9 mat can be placed about 
25 per cent faster than the M6 mat. 

_J. A single plank of either M8 or M9 mat can be removed from, 
or replaced in, the interior of a runway with no altera
tions other than removal of the locking lugs. 

k. The center line of the bayonet shanks should be placed 
directly opposite the center line of- tne oayonet siots on 
both M8 and M9 mats to simplify placing runways with regu
lar edges. 

1. The end joints on both mats are easier to lock and they 
hold the ends together better than the joints of any mats 
tested previously. 

m. The end connector hooks can be closed and opened several 
times without breakage. 

n. The tack welds along the rolled edge of both the M8 and M9 
mats should be omitted or reduced to a number just suffi
cient to insure that the rolled edge will be brought into 
contact with the body of the panels. 

o. 

.9.. 

Welds on the M9 aluminum mat should be improved. 

While the alternate-type locking lug on both mats broke 
more readily than the "T"-type locking lug, there was no 
apparent difference in the performance of mats equipped 
with either type of lug. 

Both the M8 and M9 mats creep forward and buckle ahead of 
skidding wheels to about the same extent as the older M6 
mat. 

r. The method of packaging these mats protects the bayonets 
from deformation during shipment. 

s. All punched holes and cuts in the steel mat should be made 
with rounded corners. 



t. The slots for the end-locking pieces should be constructed 
so as to leave as much metal as possible between the ends 
of the slots and the ends of the plank. 

u. The use of landing mat extended the usable life of the 
subgrade in the one instance tested from less than 50 to 
more than 200 coverages. 
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Fig. l Rolled edge opposite bayonets 

• 2 "T"- and Alternate-type locking lugs 

Fig. 3 End connector keys 

Details of M8 steel and M9 aluminum mat 
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Views of mat bun.dl.ee 



M8 steel mat - irregular end joint alignment 
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Runway load test cart 



• 1 Section 5, M9 altU!linum 

• 2 Section 4, steel 

Buckles produced in mats braking tests 



Fig. 1 Section 5, M9 aluminum 

Fig. 2 Section 4, MB steel 

Rtibber left on mats after braking tests PLATE 9 



PLATE 10 

.J7.5" 

LEFT TIRE 

TIRE SIZE INCHES 56Xl8 58Xl8 
NUMBER Of" PLIES 24 24 
INf"LATION--PSl---164 164 
GROSS CONTACT AREA-SQ IN.-269 268 
CONTACT PRESSURE 149 149 

80.000 LB B-50 DUAL WHEEL LOAD 

TIRE SIZE INCHES 56lll6 
NUMBER Of" PLIES 24 
INFLATION PSI 198 
GROSS CONTACT AREA--SQ IN.-270 
CONTACT PRESSURE--PSl--184 

50,000 LB SINGLE WHEEL LOAD 

TIRE PRINTS 



Test lane 1, section 3B af'ter 108 coverages 
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Test lane l, of , M8 and M9 mats after removal 
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Test lane 1, M8 steel mat beginning to curl up at end joints 
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Difference in roughness of M6 steel and M8 steel mats after 108 coverages 
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Test lan.o l, section 4B, M.8 steel mat failed at l92 coverages 
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Test lane 1, M9 aluminum mat dishing at midjoint and bowing at plank ends 



Test lane l, M9 aluminum., subsection 5B at l36 coverages 
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Test lane 2, n:ppcc~rcnce of M6 steel mat after 1000 coverae;es 
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Test lane 2, appearance of MB steel Illfl-t after 1,000 coverages. 
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Test lane 3, M6 steel mat after coverages 
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Test lane 3, M8 steel mat failed after 532 coverages 



Test lane 3, section lOA, ~8 steel mat at 1000 coverages 
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Test lane 3, M9 nluminum mat after coverages 
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Test lane 3, subsection llA, M9 aluminum mat after coverages 
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Teat lane 3, M9 aluminum mat a.:fter 950 coverages 



Test lane 3, section llB, M9 ~luminum mat after 1000 coverages 
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Test lane 3, no mat section, after 110 coverages. 



PLATE 36 

Rubber sheeting under M6 steel mat 

Fig. 1 

Rubber sheeting under M8 steel mat 

Fig. 2 

Subgrade under rubber sheeting 

Fig. 3 
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MAT DEFLECTIONS 
TEST LANE 3 

PLATE 37 



T~rpical breaks in M8 steel mat 

PLATE 38 



Typical breaks in M9 aluminum :mat 

PLATE 39 



Typical breaks in M9 aluminum mat 

PLATE 40 
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APPENDIX 

SUPPLEMENTARY TES'.1:1 WITH GREATER WHEEL LOAD 

AND TIRE-INFLATION PRESSURE 

Introduction 

1. After tests on three lanes containing the M8 steel and M9 

aluminum mats had been completed, it was decided to test an additional 

similar lane with a 60,000-lb single-wheel load using a tire inflated 

to 240-psi pressure. The tests were authorized by the Engineer 

Research and Development Laboratories by letter dated 17 May 1950. 

This appendix covers this additional test and is supplemental to the 

main report covering tests on the three original lanes. 

2. 'I'he method of testing, testing equipment, mats tested, 

and location of test site were the same as for the original tests 

and are described in the main report. 'I'he test load cart was equipped 

With a single, 32-ply rating, 56- by 16-in. high-pressure tire. Plate 

Al shows a tire print made with this tire inflated to 240 psi and 

loaded to 60,000 lb. The contact area under these conditions was 

274 sq in. 

Preparation of Site 

Subgrade 

3. Experience with the first three test lanes had demonstrated 

that during traffic testing the density of the soil in the subgrade 
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would increase beyond that which could be obtained with ordinary con

struction equipment, and that the moisture content should be based on 

the anticipated final density rather than on the construction density. 

Since the third of the previous lanes had given the most informative 

performance, it was decided that the soil for this subgrade should be 

processed to the same water content as used for that lane, namely 15 per 

cent. The average water content actually obtained for the lane was very 

close to this figure. Complete soil data are shown in table Al. 

Layout of test sections 

4. The test lane, designated as lane 4, was 105 ft long by 53 ft 

wide and was divided into three 35-ft sections. Since this test was a 

continuation of the previous tests, the sections were numbered 12 through 

14. Maneuver sections were included at each end. Each section was 

divided into two subsections, A and B. Actual traffic lanes were 16 ft 

wide. Plate A2 shows the complete layout including mat disposition and 

soil test pit locations. 

Test Results 

Traffic tests 

5. The first movement of the test load cart on this test lane indi

cated that the 60,000-lb wheel load on a tire inflated to 240 psi imposed 

more severe strain on the mat than had previous test loads. After the 

lane had been readied for traffic, the load cart was backed diagonally 

onto section 14 (M9 aluminW11 mat) and turned into position for starting 

traffic. During this maneuver the mat buckled ahead of the wheel, 
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somewhat as it had ciuring braking tests on the first test lane described 

in the main report. Also a noticeable rut was left in the subgrade and a 

permanent set occurred in the planks where the wheel was turned outside 

the traffic lane. 

6. Section 12, M6 mat. The M6 mat in this section started bending 

with the first pass of the test wheel. At two coverages the mat was fully 

imbedded, some soil had worked up through the tubulated holes, and there 

was considerable mat deformation. At eight coverages the mat was bending 

under traffic to the extent that three end-locking pieces had been pulled 

off and it was necessary to tie these planks down with wire. The subgrade 

material was moving under traffic and weakening so fast that it was 

decided to stop traffic and make soil tests. It was found that the 

average density had increased about 2 lb per cu ft, while the average CBR 

values had dropped about five points. Complete results of these tests 

are shown on table Al. Subgrade movement, mat deformation, and end-joint 

failures continued to increase so rapidly that the subgrade was considered 

to have failed at 36 coverages and the :·1at at 40 coverages. Plates A3 and 

A4 show the appearance of this section at 8 and 40 coverages, respective

ly, Figs, 1 and 2 of plate A5 show how the surface of the traffic lane 

had changed under traffic. 

7. Section 13, M8 mat. In this section the superior load-bearing 

capacity of the M8 mat over that of the M6 was clearly shown, even though 

the .M8 mat started showing distress under this severe load early in the 

test, At 8 coverages there was noticeable subgrade movement, and some 

mat deformation, especially at the end joints. Plate A6 illustrates the 

extent to which the mat was deformed at 8 coverages. Soil measurements 
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(table Al) revealed a marked reduction in ·bearing capacity of the upper 9 

in. of the subgrade at this stage of the test. The movement of the sub

grade under traffic increased and the strain on the mat became more severe 

as the test progressed. The rate of increase was slightly faster in sub

section 13A than in 13B. Mat breakage, including all the typical breaks 

described in the report on the first three tests started at about 36 

coverages. Breakage, deformation, and surface roughness increased until 

the mat in subsection 13A had failed at 60 coverages and that in subsec

tion 13B at 76 coverages. Plate A7 shows the mat after 60 coverages. The 

data contained in table Al reveal the extent to which the CBR values de

creased as the subgrade densities increased during the test; at 8 cover

ages, the average CBR was 15; and at 60 and 76 coverages, it was 12. 

Figs. 3 and 4 of plate A5 show changes that occurred in the surface of the 

traffic lane. 

8. Section 14, M9 mat. At the beginning of the test, the strength 

of the sU:bgrade in this section was very close to the strength of the 

subgrade in section 13; however, it did not weaken under traffic as early 

as that in section 13. This can be seen by referring to table Al and com

paring the data for pits 37 and 3B. Although rutting and mat deformation 

occurred in this section, and locking lugs started breaking during the 

first few coverages, the M9 aluminum mat maintained a comparatively smooth 

surface much longer than had the MB steel mat in section 13. This can be 

seen by comparing plate AB (section 14 at 60 coverages) with_plate A7 

(section 13 at(;o coverages). At about 60 coverages, the subgrade in sub

section 14A started pumping and immediately thereafter the mat began 

breaking rapidly. At 92 coverages several of the planks broke completely 
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along the line of end joints in the center of the traffic lane, allowing 

the mat to curl up sharply, and resulting in complete failure of sub

section 14A (see plate A9). At this time subsection 14B was still in 

usable condition. It remained in very good condition until 158 coverages 

had been applied. Then the subgrade started pumping excessively, the mat 

began breaking rapidly, and failure was complete at 182 coverages. It is 

significant that the M9 aluminum mat remained comparatively smooth until 

failure became imminent, and complete failure occurred in a relatively 

short time thereafter. It is probable that, under service conditi9ns, re

placement of the planks and maintenance of subgrade could prolong the life 

of a runway. In this section, as the traffic lane was depressed, the 

edges of the mat raised up 6 to 10 in. above the sU:bgrade. This behavior 

had not occurred in the other lanes and did not occur with the M6 or M8 

mats. Figs. 5 and 6 on plate A5 show surface changes ~nat occurred during 

traffic, and table Al lists CBR, moisture, and density values throughout 

the period of traffic. In subsection 14A, the CBR dropped to an average 

of 9 (pit 42) at 92 coverages, but in subsection 14B the subgrade showed 

a smaller decrease. 

Miscellaneous Data 

Changes in width and length of planks 

9. In previous tests on the M7 mat, described in TM 3-266, the mats 

increased in width as they were deflected with the result that the side 

connectors were sheared off. The ribs of the M8 and M9 mats were designed 

to reduce this widening as much as possible. Measurer.1ents uere made dur

ing the tests to determine the changes produced by traffic. Small holes 
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were drilled in both M8 steel and M9 aluminum planks after they had been 

placed in the sections. One hole was placed on one side of the rib and 

another on the opposite side to measure the increase in plank width. A 

third hole was placed on the rib to obtain measurements of the increase 

in length as an incidental measurement. Plate AlO shows a group of these 

holes. The groups of holes were located at the quarter-points and half-

points on the planks. Distances between the holes were measured to thou-

sandths of an inch before traffic started and at intervals during traffic. 

Changes in the distances between holes are tabulated below. 

Widening at RrDs, Per Cent Elongation in Per Cent 
Location M8 Planks at M9 Planks at M:8 Planks at M9 Planks at 
On Planks 8 Cov 48 -S Cov Ij:8 Cov -8 Cov Ij:8 Cov 8 Cov 48 Cov Cov 

Mid- +0.047 -0.794 -o.463 -0.210 +0.875 +0.861 +0.357 +0.11-47 
point -o.868 -2.780 +o.474 +i.265 +1.162 +0.990 +0.341 +0.412 

-quarter- +0.769 +1.990 +0;751 +1.185 +0.132 +0.878 -0.085 -0.127 
point +0.319 +0.776 +0.372 +0.538 +0.595 +0.553 -0.01~1 +0.014 

10. A second method of measuring the change in plank widths was to 

measure the over-all width of several planks before and during traffic. 

The following tabulation shows the average widening per plank in inches. 

Coverages 

8 
48 

118 Steel Mat 

0.046 
0.046 

M9 Aluminum Mat 

0.014 
0.000 

11. The data tabulated in paragraph 9 indicate that the space across 

the ribs increased in some instances and decreased in others, but the net 

result as shown in paragraph 10 was a slight over-all increase in width. 

The increase in width was markedly less than in the M7-type mat. 
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Dishing 

12. Dishing was described in the report on the first three test 

lanes. It was measured by placing a steel straightedge across a plank 

and determining the amount of depression at the center of the plank. 

Results are tabulated below. It was found that prior to traffic some of 

the planks actually uere arched slightly. The arching was recorded as 

negative dishing at zero coverages. 

Dishing in Inches 
Location Mb Planks at M9 Planks at 
on Plank 0 Cov 8 Cov 48 Cov 0 Cov 8 Cov 48 Cov ---

Mid-point -0.031 0.909 0.799 0.000 0.760 0.665 
Mid-point -0.011 0.756 0.831 0.000 0.736 0.720 
Quarter-point -0.018 0.228 0.279 0.000 0.338 0.311 
Quarter-point -0.083 0.165 0.000 0.528 o.421 
Quarter-point 0.000 0.248 0.248 -0.043 0.338 0.335 
Quarter-point -0.013 0.283 0.000 0.220 0.360 

Deflections 

13. Deflection measurements were made on the M8 steel and the M9 

aluminum mats at 8 and 48 coverages. 'I'hese measurements were made by use 

of a level and short rod graduated to tenths of an inch. Results are 

shown on plate All. 

Conclusions 

14. In addition to the conclusions set forth in the report on the 

first three lanes tested, the following conclusions are drawn from tests 

on this lane. 

a. The effect of the 60,000-lb single-wheel load at 240-psi 
inflation pressure was much more severe on both the sub
grade and landing mat than that of either the 80,000-lb 
dual wheel or the 50,000-lb single wheel used in the 



previous tests. 

b. The M8 steel and the M9 aluminum mats failed badly prior 
to 200 coverages of the 60,000-lb single-wheel load at 
240-psi inflation pressure. on a subgrade where the average 
CBR was in the order of 9 to 12 during the period of 
traffic. 



Table Al 

RESULTS OF CBR AND DENSITY TESTS IN LANE 4 

WC 10 Pit Depth Dry Wt 
Section Cov. No. In. CBR Dry Wt Lb/Cu Ft --

12 0 33 1 15 15.1 109.7 
8 14 15.8 110.3 

15 26 16.2 111.5 

8 36 1 10 16.4 111.2 
8 14 14.7 114.6 

15 16 17.1 111.9 

40 39 1-1/2 10 15.1 113.8 
8-1/2 12 14.6 115.7 

15-1/2 14 16.3 112.1 

13 0 34 2 16 15.2 110.9 
9 23 15.1 112.3 

16 19 l~.l 112.1 

8 37 2 10 15.3 113.5 
9 16 15.0 115.1 

16 19 16.2 112.1 

60 40 2 11 L4.J ill.2-
9 8 14.8 114.7 

16 16 17.0 112.0 

76 , 41 2 13 16.1 112.8 
9 9 15.0 115.7 

16 15 16.6 112.3 

14 0 35 3 17 14.9 111.6 
10 28 14.9 112.5 
17 17 16.3 111.7 

8 38 3 14 15.0 114.o 
10 31 15.0 114.2 
17 15 17.7 110.2 

92 42 3 8 16.o lllt.5 
10 12 14.9 114.7 
17 8 17.4 112.7 

182 43 3 21 14.3 114.9 
lG 20 14.5 115.0 
17 12 16.7 112.1 
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GROSS LOAD--LBS 80.000 
TIRE SIZE--INCHES 56X16 
NUMBER Of PLIES (RATING) 32 
INFLATION--PSI 240 
GROSS CONTACT AREA-SQ. IN.--274 
CONTACT PRESSURE-PSI 219 
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Lane 4, M6 ste19l mat after 8 coverages 



Lane 4, M6 steel mat after 40 coverages 
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La.ne 4, M8 steel. mat e.fter 8 coverages 



Lane 4, M8 steel mat after 60 coverages 



Lene 4, M9 aluminum mat after 60 coverages 



Lane 4, section 3A, M9 aluminum ma.t at 92 coverages 
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